A MATTER MANAGEMENT/e-BILLING

BUYING GUIDE
Finding the perfect, scalable solution for the
corporate legal department
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INTRODUCTION
The enterprise legal department
may have multiple reasons for adopting a Matter
Management/e-Billing Software Solution:
• To control costs,

under increasing pressure to run the legal department like a business and to put in place processes
to effectively mitigate risk, estimate budgets,
manage invoices, and report on their spend.

• To mitigate risk, and
• To demonstrate the value of its services to its
internal and external clients.
A search for such a system may be the result of a
directive from the General Counsel (GC), Deputy
General Counsel, the GC’s Chief of Staff or another
senior stakeholder. Or it could be a bottom up
initiative, arising because paralegals are overwhelmed and are struggling to deliver reports
– e.g., because it takes too long or information has
to be pulled from multiple systems.
Legal departments typically are not run like P&L-oriented business units; preoccupied with resolving
matters, they may not have a good handle on their
spending against annual budgets or how best to
convey their value to the business units. But GCs are
www.bridge-way.com

What kind of practical return can a legal department expect from an investment in a matter
management/e-billing system? Effective implementations typically have led to the following
kinds of cost savings:
• 2-5% on internal cost/time savings
• 10-12% on e-billing (typical ROI when going
from manual to an e-billing system)
• 3-10% productivity improvement
• 3-5% outside counsel compliance
enforcement
• 1-2% early payment discounts
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A legal department may want to utilize matter
management and e-billing to understand and
control:
• Outside counsel and internal spend
• Value of the spend with outside counsel
• Spend on litigation matters

ing working capital. The Legal Department is
seeking a matter management/e-billing system
specifically to help system specifically to help
support this initiative. The GC is trying to be
proactive in justifying the department’s value to
the organization. The department has no place
left to cut costs, so it has to find other ways to
generate value as a cost center. The department
needs tools to plan for the costs of projects, and
a system to streamline cost containment.

• Spend by attorney
• Internal workload allocation
• Success rates in beneficially resolving matters
• Risk/reward trends by matter type; and other
facets of the business.

A PRACTICAL EXAMPLE:
A GC is reviewing legal spend reporting to their
executive peers, and cannot identify exactly
where spending is coming from. The company
has an enterprise initiative focused on cutting
costs and streamlining processes, improving
the return on shareholders and better allocat-
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This document is designed to offer a framework
for corporate legal departments to:
1. Understand matter management and e-billing
systems and their uses/benefits
2. Conduct an internal analysis and define
requirements
3. Develop goals for a software solution, and prepare for adoption
4. Evaluate vendors, the functionality of their systems, and requirements for implementation
5. Select a vendor based on the fitness of the
solution, the likelihood of a viable long-term
partnership, and key points of differentiation
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WHAT IS MATTER MANAGEMENT?
MATTER MANAGEMENT SYSTEM:
An on-premises or hosted system which allows
users to document, track and prioritize tasks
within legal matters. Among other features, a
matter management system assists users with
setting budgets, comparing outside counsel
performances and fees, tracking matter
details, assigning and managing internal staff
and outside counsel, managing legal spend,
analyzing trends and more.

Matter management is the HUB
of legal department operations.
It allows attorneys, paralegals
and administrators to capture
activities, matter status, related
documents, advice, outcomes,
affiliated people and entities in
electronic matter or case records.
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Once implemented, the matter management platform can be augmented with components such as
e-billing, legal hold, analytic reporting, document
management, financial system integration, etc. –
tools that allow prospects to manage, report and
forecast legal spend.
If the legal department’s objective is reduction
of its overall spend, a comprehensive view is
required. This is best reported in the context of
the legal work of the department. In order to
measure the effectiveness of the legal
department by creating analytics/key
performance indicators (KPIs), the
department needs the capability
to analyze data by attorney, by
matter type, by firm, by spend,
and by outcomes.
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MANAGING THE LEGAL SPEND (e-BILLING)
An industry standard system allowing outside counsel to submit detailed invoices electronically. It typically contains
features that increase the efficiency of processing invoices, cost containment and matter reporting.

ELECTRONIC BILLING SYSTEM:
Using a matter management
and e-billing system together
can resolve two complementary issues in a single
solution, and provide significant ROI quickly.
e-billing systems can be implemented as standalone
solutions. However, the most efficient way to derive
value from e-billing is to use it with an integrated
matter management system. Using the integrated
systems, a legal department can manage outside
counsel spend and provide visibility into other
internal operational costs e.g., resource allocation
and creating actionable reporting on litigation
matters to ultimately drive cost savings.

• Easy on-boarding of law firms – Adding the
outside counsel legal team quickly and easily
will reduce the disruption of legal work and
enable the department to realize a return on its
effort quickly.
• Support for LEDES formats – Legal billing
follows the industry standard of Legal Electronic Data Exchange Standard (LEDES). If
the solution supports the industry standard,
law firms that bill in 98b, 98bi or 2000 LEDES
formats can submit bills with minimal administrative overhead.
• Manual invoice entry - enables electronic
billing for law firms that cannot produce a
LEDES file.

Some basic criteria for evaluating e-billing solutions include:
www.bridge-way.com
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4 STEPS TO FINDING YOUR PERFECT SOLUTION
ONCE YOUR LEGAL DEPARTMENT HAS MADE
THE DECISION to purchase a matter management/
e-billing solution, you’ll need a plan to ensure your

requirements are effectively defined, and that your
goals will be realized in the solution you select and
implement.

This chapter presents the basic outline of an effective plan, in four coherent steps.

1

SELF-ASSESSMENT
Begin with introspection. How would you like your legal department to run?

Consider facets like your operation’s work-flow, the
documents your attorneys handle and generate,
system notifications, which groups have access to
the solution, and the value in integrating existing
systems.
You’re looking for answers and the best place to
start is with a series of probing questions – for
yourself and your legal staff. Here are some crucial
questions to consider before you reach out to
vendors:
1. Do we have a good understanding of how our
legal department is running today? What are
www.bridge-way.com

our main processes? How do we handle matter
intake? How do we manage documents? How
do we track spend?
2. What is our central business objective? What
are we being asked to provide to the business
that we can’t today? Why is it important and
to whom? How do we align with our businesses?
3. Why are we considering matter management/e-billing solutions? What problems are
we trying to solve?
4. Are our projected benefits big enough to justify a large monetary and time investment? Is
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this a $500K initiative?
5. What technology solutions are we using now
(spread sheets, databases, matter management, document management, e-billing, contract management)? How can these systems
integrate to exchange data?
6. In what ways have these systems failed to
meet expectations? How can we improve current systems?
7. What functionality is important to us within
those solutions? Mobility options? Real-time
reporting?
8. Do we have clear visibility when it
comes to internal and external resource management? Who is doing what? What are the statuses
of important matters?
9. How do we currently track
tasks/deadlines? Are we
doing it effectively?
10. How do we process invoices and handle approvals?
Are invoices getting lost?
How long is the review and
approval process taking?
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11. How do we handle documents and contracts?
Are we more document-centric or matter-centric?
12. Are our current systems integrated? Or are
they “siloed” across multiple applications?
13. How long is it taking us to produce reports?
Are they meaningful? Can we monitor productivity, trends, efficiency, spend?
14. Who is creating matters and who has access to
matters? Is this the correct alignment for our
legal operation?
15. Do we monitor productivity through any established metrics/KPIs? Are they meeting
our needs, and those of the business?
16. Are there industry-specific
regulations and requirements we
have to address? Are there peer
organizations in different industries that have different requirements?
17.
Do our systems ensure audit/regulatory compliance? Where are they failing us
in compliance terms?
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18. Is the data contained in our systems protected
by multi-level security encryption? How much
security is “enough” for our purposes?
19. What changes does the organization want to
see from our department? Are there corporate
initiatives we are struggling to support?
20. How can we foster collaboration both internally and with outside counsel? Are our systems
getting in the way?
21. What departmental processes need to be
automated? What would the benefits of automation be?

should it be? Is this in line with industry standards? Are we getting the right value?
23. Can we support a cost containments by controlling rates, discounts and AFAs? (Alternative
Fee Agreements)
Questions like these (and many others) will help
you to define your legal department challenges
and pain points. Doing so will establish a baseline
for your assessment and allow you to measure the
adequacy of your existing systems, while setting
the stage for evaluating the offerings of solutions
providers.

22. What is our outside counsel spend? What
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DEFINING GOALS/BENEFITS & PLANNING
Once you have undergone a self-assessment, it is easier to establish ways to address the outstanding issues within
your legal department. It is time to articulate specific objectives.

Examples of such goals include:
• Reduce outside legal spend by 10%;
• Be able to report on the status of any matter at
any time;
www.bridge-way.com

• Have complete visibility in to the workload of
attorneys;
• Decrease the amount of support staff time
spent reviewing invoices by 50%;
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• Eliminate loss of “expert knowledge” in the
event of employee turnover;
• Allocate legal spend accurately across business
units;
• Reduce time spent on monthly reporting;
• Track and report metrics to show value to business units;
• Always know where spend is in relation to
budget;
• Improve risk and compliance management;
and
• Create and track operations metrics in order
increase efficiency within the department.

• If we could fast forward 3 years, what has to be
different from today to let us know we’ve made
the right decision?
The outcome of your analysis should be a Planning
Document and a set of proposed reports can help
you assess your business processes. For example,
a legal spend report can help you understand your
current spend patterns – and which may help to
justify the choice of a solution with an e-billing
component. A staff workload report can help to
measure and more evenly distribute the department’s workload.
Once you have established a clear set of goals, it
will be time to assess your readiness to implement
a matter management/e-billing system.

It is also important to determine:
• What small win will help validate that the
project was a success (in the first year)?
• What are the top three challenges we are trying
to solve with an enterprise legal matter management system?
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PLANNING QUESTIONS FOR
MATTER MANAGEMENT/E-BILLING ADOPTION:
The separate issues related to adoption of a software solution include the following:
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• Who needs to be involved in the planning,
evaluation, selection, and implementation of
this system?
• What is our timeline (dates for selection,
go-live)?
• What is our budget? (software, implementation, training)
• What other departments do we need to have
involved (IT, Accounting, CEO)?

generated today – how many systems do we
need to look at to deliver key reports for legal
leadership? What level of IT support do we
have? Are we looking for an on-premise or
hosted solution?
• What metrics must we track in the future?
• What are the three key KPI’s we are hoping
to generate electronically to make our life
easier?

• Are we required to go to RFP for a
project this size?
• What resources do we need to
commit to the project (which
team members and how
much time)?
• Can we identify an internal
system administrator to
ensure system evaluation
and adoption is a success?
• What kind of reporting does
our organization use on a consistent basis? How are reports
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For more info on user adoption
click here
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EVALUATING VENDORS

Once you have identified candidate vendors, you can now begin to evaluate their offerings, including the feature
sets of their particular matter management/e-billing systems.

You can consult reports provided by research firms
such as Gartner to gauge the prestige of vendor
organizations from a competitive standpoint.
The system you choose should include functionality which easily integrates with your existing tools
without additional software installation. At minimum
you should expect access to matters, documents
and reports, invoice review and management of
tasks and appointments through your existing
Microsoft Outlook inbox. Additionally, the system
should integrate with a variety of enterprise legal
management systems including document management, eDiscovery, and knowledge management
tools so you can comprehensively manage your
legal operations.
Because there has been significant consolidation
within the legal operations industry, you are well
justified in requesting product roadmaps from
vendors to verify that each of them has plans to
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upgrade software and invest in technology in the
short term (1-1.5 years). The vendor should provide
a schedule of planned software upgrades and be
flexible in terms of your availability to install them.
System upgrades should be a standard feature in
any matter management/e-billing system offering.
The following is a checklist of matter management
software capabilities which a system should provide
at a minimum.
• Central repository for matters, budgets, documents and other resources
• System integration
• Outside counsel collaboration
• Tracking/management of invoices budgets/
accruals
• Workflow automation
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• Reporting
• Secure access to matters
• Multiple solution types: Out-of-the-box, out-ofthe-box configurable, tool-kit
• Audit/regulatory compliance
When selecting what kind of software is best, you
should be able to choose between several options
depending on their internal setup, available
resources and needs:

• All data is encrypted in the data center; vendor
manages the key and you have the same key.
• You can request a private encryption key for
your data, separate from all other clients.
• The vendor should allow you to log in via VPN,
create your own key and thus have private
access. For corporate and government clients
with particular concerns about data vulnerability today, this is the highest level encryption
that should be offered to ensure reliability of
data storage.

• Toolkit: software package which is highly developed for the client, with their collaboration.

Be flexible regarding timelines for implementation,
and be prepared to provide appropriate resources
prior to vendor selection in order to avoid delays
and schedules being pushed out. These resources
should include a project manager to keep implementation on track internally, and a technical
support team to handle backups, upgrades and
maintenance if an on-premise solution is chosen.

Ensure any vendor you consider can offer comprehensive security to ensure your data is safe. At
minimum, three levels of security encryption for
your data should be standard:

You may not know at this stage whether you want a
hosted or on-premise installation – this may depend
on the current backlog and strategic goals of your
IT department. If you prefer to utilize dedicated IT

• Out-of the-box: Standard software in which all
features are set and no customization is available.
• Out-of-the-box configurable: software in which
certain additional options are available.
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resources internally to administer and manage the
application, you can choose the on-premise solution. This option allows you to store data in-house
and gives you full control over it. Alternatively, you
can elect a hosted, cloud solution, which involves
installation in a secure environment managed by
the vendor. This option may be best if you anticipate limited IT support in-house and are looking
to secure lower IT expenses. Vendors should offer
several implementation options for you and can
make useful recommendations.
A significant factor in selecting a vendor is how
data is handled and the value that can be efficiently
gained from its analysis. Most matter management
vendors store client data in data warehouses. You
should ensure the vendor you select does not do
so and instead provides a separate database for
each client - meaning commingling of different
customers in one database does not occur. The
vendor should encrypt all client data at rest and
in transit. They should provide the capability to
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report you chose – within the e-billing or matter
management system or any other system you wish
to integrate. Custom fields should be easily added,
changed and reported on. This should allow for
secure, custom ad hoc reporting.
Be prepared for a time commitment of six to nine
months for implementation to be completed
successfully, which will involve added responsibility
beyond your standard job duties.
You should have a clear definition of the various
user groups you will have, where they are located,
and their responsibilities in the system, in order to
appropriately train all levels of users. For example,
a GC will not need to be trained on how to open a
matter – but may want to know how to run reports.
Schedules should be modified based on legal
department staff responsibilities and so they are
not overwhelmed with learning the entire system.
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4

SELECTING A VENDOR
The final set of criteria you should evaluate involve vendor characteristics and the viability of the vendor as a
strategic business partner.

Consider the purchase of a matter management
solution a long-term investment (10+ years) and
the beginning of a partnership.
Stability, longevity and after-the-sale support should
be primary factors in the evaluation. All previous
sections, including goals, system functionality/
features, and vendor evaluation should be taken
into account to determine the best long-term fit. To
ensure the vendor is operating with a vision for the
future and to gauge their commitment, prospects
can ask (for ex.) what percentage of a vendor’s R&D
budget will be devoted to technology investment.
Focus on how well your potential vendor’s company
culture and goals align with your own. The vendor
should take a consultative approach with you
to ensure success and create value. They should
demonstrate a proven track record and bring a
wealth of project management, legal department
operations and software implementation experience to the table. They should foster a strong
www.bridge-way.com

collaborative relationship with you and show an
unrelenting focus on meeting and exceeding your
needs. Client satisfaction should be paramount in
the vendor’s professional services approach.
The following is a listing of criteria you should
consider about each vendor prior to making the
final selection:
• Business credentials
• Product demonstration
• References
• Overall company stability
• Future vision
• History of successful implementations with
clients of similar scope and industry
• Licensing models and pricing
• Fee structure (beyond the software license and
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maintenance)
• Performance indicators and service level agreements
• Training they will commit to
• Policy on future upgrades
• Support and account management
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ENSURING SUCCESSFUL IMPLEMENTATION
Once all criteria are taken into consideration and
a vendor is selected, the success of the system will
be contingent on implementation, installation and
system configuration, including how easily users
become accustomed to the system.
Vendors should be able to demonstrate a successful
track record of previous successes and offer various
levels of support depending if prospects choose an

on premise or hosted solution. Additionally, they
should offer training tailored to the needs of your
user base.
For your part, keep in mind the commitment of the
appropriate resources identified earlier (i.e. project
manager), as well as the time commitment required
to achieve success.

ASK YOURSELVES:
WHICH COMPANY
CAN I SEE MYSELF
WORKING WITH FOR
THE NEXT 10 YEARS?
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Bridgeway is dedicated to providing software
solutions and professional services to
implement best practices for the offices of
the general counsel and corporate secretary.
Leading corporations and government
agencies rely on Bridgeway’s integrated
technology approach to manage risk, control
cost, and ensure compliance. Bridgeway

implements systems in the areas of corporate
governance, case and matter management,
cost management, contract management,
litigation risk assessment, and electronic
invoicing. Founded in 1989, the company
is headquartered in Houston, Texas, with
representative offices in Philadelphia and
Toronto.

Contact us at info@bridge-way.com.
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